Sensitization of the Judiciary

The Subsidiary Committee of the Meeting of States Parties,

(…)

Decides to identify problem areas that need to be addressed and will be discussed at the next session of the Subsidiary Committee of the Meeting of States Parties, recommendations being then submitted to the Meeting of States Parties.

The Subsidiary Committee,

(…)

Agrees to include the following items as priority topics in the provisional agenda of its Seventh session:

a. Sensitization of the Judiciary / Sensitization of Youth
b. Due diligence
c. Cooperation with the art market
Document on the «Sensitization of the Judiciary» aims at exploring methodologies rather than providing substance for the sensitization projects to be undertaken by the States Parties.
WHY SENSITIZE NOW?

1970 Convention from 116 to 139 States Parties

1995 UNIDROIT Convention 29 to 45 ratification

Regular Meeting of States Parties Sessions (which means new decisions)

Establishment of the Subsidiary Committee

Regular Meetings of the Subsidiary Committee (new decisions to follow)


UN Security Council Resolution 2347

New decisions that developed the case-law

New Convention: CoE Convention on Offences relating to Cultural Property

Decision of International Criminal Court about Ahmad Al Faqi Al Mahdi
Training Programmes

NEW MEMBERS
• A module to be added to the mandatory training of the judiciary which includes both criminal and civil law aspects

The initiative should be continuous and sustainable

ADVANCED
Detailed information on all relevant international conventions and other legal tools

Case Studies on National and International legislation

Other national laws and regulations that may apply also to cultural property related cases

Mutual Legal Assistance

ONLINE TRAINING
Making the components prepared for any target group available online.

Forums for discussion opportunities

Limited access with user name and password
DECLARATION OF JUDICIAL TRAINING PRINCIPLES

PREAMBLE

On 8th November 2017, the members of the International Organization for Judicial Training (IOJT), composed of 129 judicial training institutions from 79 countries, have (unanimously) adopted the following declaration.

The declaration sets out guiding principles for judicial training that reflect how IOJT members conceptualize and strive to implement judicial training. The principles are both the common base and the horizon uniting judicial training institutions throughout the world, regardless of the diversity of judicial systems.

The IOJT encourages all judicial training institutions and all actors involved in judicial training to use these principles as a foundation and source of inspiration, and also as a common framework guiding their judicial training activities. The IOJT also encourages judicial training institutions to support each other in the implementation of this declaration.
ONLINE TRAININGS – FIGHTING THE ILLICIT TRAFFICKING OF CULTURAL PROPERTY

In the framework of the UNESCO-EU partnership, UNESCO has developed two free distinct on-line training courses for targeted audiences:

1) E-Learning for: European Judiciary, Customs and Law Enforcement Officials

Main features of the e-Learning:
- Organized crime and the legal and practical tools to fight against the illicit trafficking of cultural property
- Relevant concepts, investigation techniques, databases, and examples
- International cooperation via an on-line exchange platform

E-Learning: Register here
Thank you for your kind attention